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Why corporates prefer us?
Being a part of thorough professional team, we understand challenges
and pressure of corporate life. We map out every job and work with you
to arrive at our destination together.
Industry Experience of over 37 years: Playtime has a rich
heritage of innovative design and engineering that moves Play forward.
Hence every member of the team understands the nuances of working
around children.
Over 200,000 installations: We have effectively installed more
than 200,000 play systems across the globe. When you work with us,
you have a single point of contact for your design and installation.
Client always knows where we are on his job and where we are going.
CSR-Swacch Bharat: Our CSR policy is at the core of our daily
operations and guides our future progress. Setting a good example is
the greatest benefit, in that we inspire other organizations, companies
and individuals to ‘up their game’ when it comes to social and
environmental responsibility.

Playtime Arihant has ensured that the products that they develop are
extremely safe for kids use without compromising on the aesthetics.
Their product quality is excellent. The colors and characters that they
have make the equipment very appealing and attractive to the children.
They ensure that their products are delivered and installed well in
time.
The strongest factor why we recommend this organization to people is
their customer service. While their products are of an international
class, it is the way they interact with their clients which distinguishes
them. Their interaction is not limited to the sale. They stay in touch and
keep updating you even after sales. I have no hesitation in
recommending Playtime Arihant !
Stephen V. Rajan
Manager
PANTALOON

Why educators opt for Playtime?
Child Development Advisory Board: Aiming at improving mental
and physical development of your child, we have a Child Psychologist,
a Landscape Architect, a Creative Teacher and an expert in the field of
Child Growth and Development on board. Giving advises and
suggestions on various factors while we implicate that in our designs
ergonomically and make it more user friendly and challenging at a
same time.
Safety: Children's safety is our first priority and our playground
equipment are independently tested to the appropriate Internatinal
Safety Standards. We recommend that you ask to see test certificates
before you purchase.
Market Survey: As one of the largest company that develops sports
goods for children, it is vital that we give children a way to express their
thoughts, then validate those thoughts, and act upon their interests
while working on our product design and engineering. Taking this
further at Playtime we have a routine survey with minimum 300 kids at
a time about their choices and preferences.

Tree house education &accessories ltd has always believed in
providing the best facilities for the children studying in our preschools. We are customers of playtime Arihant since many years now
and their products ensure that our children have a lot fun without
compromising on the safety aspect. The creative design,
attachments and bright colors are extremely popular with the
children and help us in their overall development.
Arihant’s sales staff takes care of our entire requirement and along
with their vast experience recommends products to exactly suit our
needs. We are extremely happy with the playground equipment and
look forward to continued association.
Vishal Shah
Director
TREE HOUSE EDUCATION &ACCESSORIES LTD.

Why developers count on us?
One stop solution: We are happy to offer our clients with a complete
solution for all of their playground equipment needs from design to
installation, safety surfaces, fitness sector, garden decor equipment
and beyond. This eliminates the need for our clients to contract with
several entities to get their project completed, saving valuable time and
cutting down on the overall cost of their project.
Innovative: Owing to our innovative designs and stimulating product
range, you can easily choose as per your requirement. All the play
structures are artfully packed with lot of play experiences for different
age groups.
Over 170 Play consultants: We have a collective network of 170+
Play consultants who are always available to understand your needs
and recommend playground equipment suiting your needs. Our
network of Play consultants is spread pan India to provide maximum
reach and assistance. Feel free to get in touch with us, we deliver no
matter where you are.

The play system from Arihant is very child-friendly, durable and of a
great quality. They are very attractive and safe for kids to use. Our
projects have them since over 6 Years now and they still look and
function as new brand new equipment. We are very satisfied with the
product and the services rendered by Arihant even after the actual sale
and often recommend it to others. Great Job! Keep it up.
Mayur Shah
Chief Sales-Business Unit
ACKRUTI CITY LTD.

This is to certify that (Arihant) has always supplied good quality
products to us. They have a wide range of products that are colourful,
aesthetic, durable and appropriate for all our projects.We are very
happy with their service even after of the actual sale. We really
appreciate their service and support. Keep it up.
Kumar Shah
DGM Of Purchase
KANAKIA SPACES PVT. LTD.

We have purchased Play Equipments and Safety Rubber Surfaces from
‘Arihant Industrial Corporation Ltd.’. Their products are up to the
standards and quality of the equipment also found to be extremely
good.
H. M. Mallikarjuna Swami
Ho. Asst. Secretary
THE KARNATAKA STATE CRICKET ASSOCIATION
CLUB HOUSE

Striving on providing the best service, Playtime is now
present in your nearest city, pan India. Our team of 170 Play
Consultants is ready to assist you. Feel free to get in touch
with us for any query and a hassle-free service.

We are proud to introduce India’s biggest Theme Multi
Activity Play System. Our ‘HULK’ M.A.P.S. welcomes 200+
kids at a time, of all ages for sliding, climbing, jumping and
exploring adventure.

Duplex Multi Activity Play Systems
5 Variants Available
Enjoy Duplex Multi Activity Play Systems, a two story deck area
engineered to accommodate children of all ages. Duplex promises to
delivers a double the fun with a mixture of activities like swinging,
climbing, exploring and more...

Duplex M.A.P.S: D 04

Duplex M.A.P.S: D 01

Duplex M.A.P.S: D 03

Duplex M.A.P.S: D 02

Duplex M.A.P.S: D 05

A range of Play systems created to optimize
your space, kids play time & value

Roto Multi Activity Play Systems
23 Variants Available

Theme Multi Activity Play Systems
18 Variants Available

A mixture of number of play activities that kids love our Roto Systems
is packed with fun! Available in a wide range and allowing kids to
enjoy a variety of activities these M.A.P.S are sure to win the little ones
hearts.

More color, more fun characters our Theme Multi Activity Play
System is built to please one and all. Theme MAPS promises a mix
of entertainment & education to engage kids during play.

Theme M.A.P.S: T 04

Theme M.A.P.S: T 07

Theme M.A.P.S: T 06

Theme M.A.P.S: T 20

Theme M.A.P.S: T 04

Theme M.A.P.S: T 02

Theme M.A.P.S: T 28

Theme M.A.P.S: T 36

Theme M.A.P.S: T 22

Roto M.A.P.S: R 24

Multi Activity Play Systems
Over 20 Variants Available
Roto M.A.P.S: R 13

Roto M.A.P.S: R 18

Roto M.A.P.S: R 16

Roto M.A.P.S: R 15

Roto M.A.P.S: R 12

Roto M.A.P.S: R 06

Swings, slides, climbers & more a play system full of activities for
children to choose what to play on. A compact system that allows kids
to explore and enjoy playtime together.

M.A.P.S: 01

M.A.P.S: 03

M.A.P.S: 38

M.A.P.S: 05

M.A.P.S: 25

M.A.P.S: 45

M.A.P.S: 39

M.A.P.S: 10

M.A.P.S: 04

18 Variants Available
Individual products that make your playground
complete fun & make kids happy

Nothing like sliding down these lovely structures, be it wave slides,
tube slides, straight or spiral slides we provide all of these for you.

Roto Spiral Slide: ROSD 20

FRP Wave Slide: PGSD 41/42

FRP Double Roller Slide: PGSD 102/103

Crescent Slide: PGSD 11/12

Straight Curve Slide: PGSD 39

Curve Slide: PGSD 35

Triple Wave Slide: PGSD 45/46

Wide Slide: PGSD 71

Mini Tube Slide: PGSD 33

6 Variants & 1 Baby Bucket Available
An essential part of playground planning, swings are a must have.
Children never get tired of swings and we have the safest and the
best quality available just for you.

Double Arc Swing PRO: PGSW 13

Double Arc Swing: PGSW 02

Flying Tube Swing: PGSW 11

Fore Seater Arc Swing: PGSW 01

Trio Swing: PGSW 12

6 Variants Available

18 Variants Available
Let your kids explore & learn while play with our Thriller range. Our
innovative team has created these structures to provide utmost fun!

Up & Down! Kids love see saws, they are the best way to enjoy a
lovely evening in a playgrounds.

Standard See-Saw PRO: PGSS 01-A

Rock-N-Roll: PGTH 07

Cross N Zero: PGKD 10

Balancing Beam: PGTH 09

Balancing Bridge: PGTH 03

Road Rash: PGKD 01

Dolphin See-Saw: PGSS 07

Standard See-Saw: PGSS 01

Tri Basket: PGKD 33

Circular Swing: PGKD 06

Disc Challenger: PGTH 01

Walking Barrel: PGTH 08

Multi Seater See-Saw: PGSS 04

Elephant See-Saw: PGSS 06

22 Variants Available

10 Variants Available
A favorite among children Merry-Go-Rounds add to the beauty of a
playground. Let your little ones enjoy the best in class fun on our
Merry-Go-Rounds.

Play is essential when toddlers are concern so we have a dedicated
line of products just for your little babies. We offer products that
will enhance child development and boost your kids' imagination at
the same time.

Animal M.G.R: PGMR 02

Four Seater M.G.R: PGMR 05

FRP M.G.R: PGMR 08

Cycle Merry Go Round: PGMR 12

Combination Set 3 in 1: PGKD 03

Platform M.G.R: PGMR 04

Teindler Go Round: PGMR 01

Bird Spring Rider: PGKD 22

Shark Spring Rider: PGKD 27

Rocking Boat: PGKD 08

Toddler Swing: PGSW 08

Combination Set 3 in 1: PGKD 03

Combination Set 4 in1: PGKD 02

Mini Slide: PGSD 36

Kiddies Bench: PGGD 07

Indoor & Outdoor Benches
Increase the beauty of your gardens with a variety of over 15 garden benches.
We offer not just outdoor but indoor benches also.

A range of beautiful add-ons to make your
garden standout

Poise Bench: PGGD 34

Vintage Bench: PGGD 30

Standard Bench: PGGD 04

Deluxe Bench: PGGD 06

Sleek Bench: PGGD 18

Royal Bench: PGGD 15

Victoria Bench: PGGD 21

VIP Bench: PGGD 46

Regal Bench: PGGD 16

Enchant Bench: PGGD 31

Trinity Bench: PGGD 36

Siamese Bench: PGGD 33

Pole Bench: PGGD 32

Jazz Bench: PGGD 35

Octo Bench: PGGDR 02

Stadium Bench: PGGD 14

To inculcate the habit of throwing waste in the bins, our
character bins are designed like cool cartoon to make
kids come to them.

Relax on these specially designed garden swings and
enjoy as nature unwinds its beauty. Pick from 3
beautiful designs.

Frog Bin: PGGD 23

Garden Swing: PGGD 27

Deluxe Swing: PGGD 01
Bird Bin: PGGD 11

Brinjal Bin: PGGD 24

Puppy Bin: PGGD 10

Trunk Bin: PGGD 09

Ice Cream Bin: PGGD 08

Sturdy & stylish designs that help you keep your lovely
gardens clean and beautiful. Available in 5 variants these
trash bins are a must have in every garden.

3 IN 1Bin: PGGDR 01

SS Bin: PGGD 13

Aluminium Bin: PGGD 12

Umbrella Table: PGGD 02

Fish Bin: PGGD 25

Safe, colorful and attractive
rubber surfacing for
playgrounds. We offer
customized designs with
expert consultation.
Arisafe Safety Rubber
Surfacing is designed in EPDM
Flooring. It is the best quality
flooring. It involves granules
that are self-pigmented in
nature. To suit play area
mood, all our colour shades
are happy and bright.

Basura Bin: PGGD 38
Poubelle Bin: PGGD 37

Planters give an aesthetic look and feel to your garden,
we offer 4 designs built in a sturdy metal frame with
synthetic wood.

Celler Planter: PGGD 42

Drum Planter: PGGD 41

Garden Planter Larg: PGGD 39

Garden Planter Regular: PGGD 43

Theme Stripey

Theme Snakes & Ladders

Theme Happy Caterpillar

Theme Bubbly Fish

Theme Circle En-Circle

Theme Wriggly Lines

25 Variants Available
Enjoy nature's beauty as you embrace
your fitter self

Allow kids to get their share of exercise with
exciting scramblers and enjoy our range of
activities at the same time. We have a range
of 25 products to offer.
Curve Loop Climber: FGPGSL 48

Spider Web Sclimber: PGSL 15

Crystal Maze: PGSL 01

44 Variants Available

Net Rock Sclimber: PGSL 30

A to B Net Sclimber: PGKD 18

S Bridge Ladder Scrambler: PGSL 05

Enjoy a beautiful day exercising in the outdoors
with our range of Open Air Gym equipment's. we
have 44 varieties of Open Air Gym products that
include 10 products with ‘CE’ certification.

Leg Lift Post: PGOFT 01

Sholder Twril Double: PGOFT 28

Back Extension: PGOFT 48

Pull Up Station: PGOFT 40

Seated Twister: PGOFT 50

Sky Walker: PGOFT 38

Hand Rower: PGOFT 45

